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“Art is always not about pretty things, it’s about who we are, what happened to us and how our lives are affected.”
Pradarshani- The Dramatics Society strives to use theater to bring this aspect of art to life since we are firm
believers that "good performance is well accepted." Our committed group of students put in a lot of effort to express
themselves and show off their talent on stage! The daily struggle, never-ending perseverance and patience, and an
unquenchable need for more. Due to its rigorous practice with enthusiastic individuals and cooperative learning
process, the Dramatics Club is the most prestigious and gratifying cultural club of USME.

Events Performed during April 2022-March 2023

1) Farewell Stage Play- Pradarshani performed a stage play showcasing the lives of students in college and
their sweet journey of three years for its seniors.

2) NETFLIX FIESTA 2.0- An online quiz competition in which more than 2000 binge watchers participated pan
India to exhibit their attention to details in a fun way. The competition took place on Telegram, in three
interesting rounds, the first two rounds took place on the telegram group and they were the eliminator
rounds, the last and the final round took place on google meet, and the top three students won a cash prize
of Rs 2000.

3) AURATNAMA- Pradarshani launched its first ever in-house production film- AURATNAMA ,the story is
about the man Karan who was tired of his monotonous life,of the unfair treatment he received for being a
man. He & his friends Satish & Manish, wished for the world to be turned upside down and one day God
granted their wish. Auratnama was a story of a world that has taken a 180• turn, a world where matriarchy
exists and our protagonists Karan & his friends' lives to tell the tale. What if men are treated the same way as
women are?

4) JUNG-E-AZADI ,NUKKAD NATTAK- Pradarshani performed a Nukkad Nattak to celebrate 75th
Independence day on 16th August, near Badminton court.

5) BOLLYWOOD DAY- USME, DTU turned into sets of the film not due to the film shooting because it was
Bollywood day, Pradarshani organized Bollywood day where in students dressed like Bollywood actors. And
they performed Ramp walk, Danced and Sang for the audience, played Instruments, and performed mimicry
of some famous actors.

6) WELCOME EVENT- Pradarshani organized an open mic for the students of USME, where students sang,
danced, played instruments and performed mimicry of famous actors.

7) Freshers Stage Play- Pradarshani performed a stage play on the occasion of the official freshers INIZIO
organized by Cultural council.

8) Republic Day Stage Play- Pradarshani performed a stage play on the occasion of Republic Day depicting
the importance of Unity among different Indian religions.

9) PARODY MAKING COMPETITION- Intra society competition where students were divided into a group of 6
students each, every team was allotted a famous reality show and they had to come up with an original
spoof of the same, the parodies they shot were streamed on our official youtube channel, and team that was
successful in filming and making the best parody won.

10) Kathakaar- SCRIPT WRITING COMPETITION - Pradarshani organized a script writing competition for the
budding students pan India who aspire to be script writers, and gave them an opportunity to win prizes
worth 5000.




